
Unveiling the Secrets of the SSB Interview: A
Complete Guide for Aspirants

The Journey of a Defense Services Aspirant

For many young individuals, serving in the defense forces is a dream that not
only embodies honor and pride but also presents a challenging profession that
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tests their mental and physical abilities. One of the prominent entryways into the
Indian Armed Forces is through the Service Selection Board (SSB) Interview.
Widely regarded as a rigorous screening process, SSB Interview plays a vital role
in selecting deserving candidates for various armed forces positions like the
Indian Army, Navy, and Air Force.

The Significance of SSB Interview

The SSB Interview is designed to assess the candidate's suitability for a career in
the Indian Armed Forces. It evaluates their leadership, communication skills,
decision-making abilities, and overall personality. The interview consists of a
series of tests that examines the candidate's aptitude, intelligence, physical
fitness, and mental robustness.
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Structure and Stages of the SSB Interview

The SSB Interview process is divided into two stages: Stage I and Stage II.

Stage I:
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Stage I consists of the Officer Intelligence Rating (OIR) test and the Picture
Perception and Description Test (PP&DT). Candidates must qualify in this stage
to proceed further.

Stage II:

In Stage II, candidates have to go through a series of tests conducted over a
period of five days. These tests include Group Testing Officer (GTO) tasks,
Psychological tests, and Personal Interview.

Preparing for the SSB Interview

Cracking the SSB Interview requires diligent preparation and a well-structured
approach. Here are some tips to help aspirants enhance their chances of
success:

Understand the Selection Criteria: Gain a deep understanding of the SSB
Interview process and the qualities assessed at each stage. This will help
candidates focus their preparations accordingly.

Work on Communication Skills: Effective communication is crucial during the
SSB Interview. Aspirants should practice expressing their thoughts clearly
and confidently.

Develop Leadership Skills: Leadership qualities hold immense significance in
the defense forces. Candidates should hone their abilities to guide and
inspire others.

Enhance General Knowledge: Stay updated with current affairs, national and
international news, and defense-related developments. A good general
knowledge base reflects an aspirant's awareness and intellect.



Physical Fitness: Along with mental abilities, physical fitness is equally
important. Engage in regular exercise to maintain a healthy level of fitness.

Cracking the SSB Interview: Tales of Inspiration

While the SSB Interview may seem daunting to many, numerous aspirants have
successfully cleared it and stepped into a remarkable career in the Armed Forces.
Let's take a look at a few inspiring stories:

1. Captain Vikram Batra

Captain Vikram Batra, often referred to as the "Sher Shah of Kargil,"
demonstrated exceptional courage and leadership during the Kargil War. His
success in clearing the SSB Interview paved the way for his exemplary service
and sacrifice for the nation.

2. Wing Commander Abhinandan Varthaman

Wing Commander Abhinandan Varthaman, an Indian Air Force Officer,
showcased immense bravery and composure when he was captured by the
enemy during an aerial combat. His valor and commitment to the nation continue
to inspire young aspirants.

3. Lieutenant Arun Khetarpal

Lieutenant Arun Khetarpal, posthumously honored with the Param Vir Chakra,
displayed unmatched heroism during the Battle of Basantar in the Indo-Pak War
of 1971. His journey started with successfully clearing the SSB Interview, which
led him to become a war hero.

The SSB Interview is an opportunity for young individuals to embark on a fulfilling
and esteemed career in the Indian Armed Forces. It tests their mettle, pushing
them to their limits both mentally and physically. With proper preparation and



determination, aspirants can unveil their true potential and secure their place
among the inspiring legends who have dedicated their lives to the service of the
nation.
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This book tells you about an experienced candidate's view about one of the most
different Interview conducted in the world - SSB ( Services Selection Board ). In
this he has shared his opinion about various tasks conducted at SSB
INTERVIEW and what approach he had that made him getting that SSB
Recommendation 3 times in a row after 7 failures.The book contains every detail
about SSB and the reality check to many myths that candidates are having about
this great personality test and the author has tried his best to make you aware
about that reality. The points to be kept in mind while you attend any SSB
Interview and how you can enhance your performance in those 5 Days at SSB
are clearly mentioned in this book. Readers will get positive results if they relate
the things in this book with their own life, improve their personality and then go for
SSB."sarvad
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